June 14, 2018
Dean Gould, Forest Supervisor
c/o Judi Tapia
Sierra National Forest
1600 Tollhouse Road
Clovis, CA 93611
Sent via internet: comments-pacificsouthwest-sierra@fs.fed.us
Re:

Support for the Sierra National Forest-Forestwide Prescribed Fire Project

Dear Dean:
Sierra Forest Legacy has been a party to the Dinkey Collaborative Forest Landscape Restoration
Project (Dinkey CFLRP) since its inception. We and our coalition partners are strong advocates
for expanding fire restoration across the Sierra Nevada, and we have been promoting large
landscape NEPA for prescribed burns for several years. In April 2017, we helped get a
commitment from the Regional Forester and his staff to accomplish 10,000 acres of burning on
the Sierra National Forest when several Dinkey CFLRP members and others successfully sought
additional funding from Region 5 to support completion of prescribed burns on the Dinkey
landscape. SFL and many of our coalition partners have shared membership with the Forest
Service in the Fire MOU Partnership since Fall 2015. We are very excited about this large
landscape NEPA approach to restoring fire on the Sierra National Forest and hope this effort will
encourage other forests in the Sierra Nevada and in Region 5 to adopt this approach.
The following are comments and additional suggestions for the Sierra National ForestForestwide Prescribed Fire Project scoping letter dated May 14, 2018, seeking public comments
on the Proposed Action environmental analysis:
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1.

Annual Rate of Prescribed Fire Treatments

The Introduction on page 3 of the scoping letter mentions treating up to 10,000 acres/year over
the next 15-20 years. We believe this is a worthy goal and far more than the historical average in
recent years, so we applaud this move to landscape NEPA for prescribed fire restoration.
That said, we ask that you not limit the size of what may be possible in the future where you
would have to redo the NEPA analysis to go beyond the 10,000 acres/year rate discussed in the
proposed action. In the future, given the level of active interest in expanded prescribed burning
in California, we recommend setting a range of outcomes from 10,000 to 50,000 acres/year given
appropriate circumstances. First, given the extensive need for fire on the Sierra National Forest
Landscape, outside of the 527,000 acres of wilderness not included in the proposed action, there
are still 772,000 available acres, and an annual need for fire of roughly 20,000-50,000 acres/year
when you consider the fire-adapted plant communities, including oak woodlands, pine, mixed
conifer and white fir/red fir/Jeffery pine forest types. Much of that ground is either noncommercial ground or too steep or remote for mechanical treatment. The Sierra National Forest
should allow room for a significantly expanded program.
Second, all the ground that has been mechanically treated will need regular follow-up prescribed
fire to maintain the resilience of those acres into the future. Maintenance burning, maintenance
backlog and new fire projects expand the need for fire into the future to build and maintain
resilient forests. The Proposed Action (p.6) mentions 2-3 entries during 15-20 yr. period.
We strongly support your acknowledgement of maintenance treatments to prevent the loss of
resiliency benefits and the wasting of human capitol that has gone into the recent thinning and
fire restoration work.
Third, given the new Fire MOU Partnership collaboration, the Governor’s support for prescribed
fire in the Tree Mortality Proclamation (2015) and recent (May 2018) Executive Order B-52-18;
the May State Budget revisions; and California Senate Bill 1260, Senator Jackson’s
comprehensive fire legislation, all these efforts point to significant advancement and willingness
to collaboratively restore fire on the California landscape into the future . . . so leave the options
open in your NEPA analysis for a significantly expanded fire program.
2.

Desired Conditions
A.

Tree mortality caused by prescribed fire.

We support the disclosure in the proposed action that expanding fire will result in some tree
mortality. The expected 10-15% tree mortality statement on (PA, p.5) is consistent with research
at Yosemite National Park (Collins and Stephens 2010). Climate change and drought stress may
be changing that outcome upward but more importantly, the SNF Forestwide Prescribed Fire
Proposed Action is stating up front that killing some trees with fire is acceptable and an expected
outcome given the fire regime on these landscapes.
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B.

Working with Tribal interests.

We strongly support the commitment to work with tribes to advance cultural resources (PA,
pp.8-9). Several of the Dinkey Collaborative members are engaged in a Tribal Restoration work
group that is intent on engaging Tribal partners to expand their role in planning and
implementing cultural resource driven prescribed burns on the forest. If tribal members are
supportive, we’d like to help them establish a stand-alone prescribed fire crew to work along side
the Forest Service (as contractors) and with Southern California Edison, and on private tribal
lands where possible. Enhancing select cultural tribal resources, economies and engagement
would be the goal. Cultural resource burning may not align exactly right with fuels reduction
burn windows but wherever possible the goal should be to collaborate with tribal partners to
expand cultural resource burning on their ancestral lands.
C.

Maintaining air quality (PA, p.9) and compliance with Rule 4106.

We would add that part of appropriate smoke management is to inform all stakeholders regarding
the potential for smoke impacts during prescribed burns but to also explain the emissions
tradeoffs of wildland fire emissions on a “bad” day (meaning windy, dry, hot summer day)
where fire managers have little control over fire behavior in contrast to a prescription burn on
similar acres where fire managers can work with fire and given weather conditions for a
desirable outcome.
The slide below of a November 2017 prescribed burn in the Caples Creek Watershed on the
Eldorado National Forest offers a persuasive visual reference of what fire behavior and emission
choices look like on a day when fire managers have some say in the outcome:

* Slide 1 courtesy of Becky Estes and Lee Tarnay, USDA Forest Service
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The Fire MOU Partnership members contend that there is “No-No Fire” option in California.
Representing what our measured choices look like and explaining why fire restoration is critical
to forest resilience, carbon stability, watershed protection, air quality, public health and
community safety are all important in building community support for expanded burning. If all
the residents in Shaver Lake or Fresno hear is that more smoke is coming their way, but not “the
why” or what the emissions tradeoffs are, then our job as Fire MOU Partners is incomplete.
We’d like to work with you in the future in support of this Forestwide Prescribed Fire effort,
particularly in media and community outreach before, during and after prescribed burns. The
Fire MOU Partnership Communication Plan attempts to address changing cultural attitudes about
smoke and fire using science-based approaches and messages that are fire-supportive (see
attached). We ask the Sierra National Forest to consider this type of emissions trade-off
presentation as part of prescribed fire communication and outreach efforts where possible, for
larger acreage burns. In recent research looking at the Rim Fire emissions (Long et al. 2017) the
emissions-related public health and economic costs of mega-fires is astounding. Explaining
emissions trade-offs related to prescribed burns versus mega-fire significantly enhances public
understanding of the need to restore fire.
D.

Prescribed fire in riparian areas, in rare amphibian habitat, Pacific fisher
and California spotted owl habitat, and other sensitive areas.

We’d like to offer some general statements about current forest conditions and risks to sensitive
species and habitats:
•

We support the scoping letter (PA, p.9) position of no direct lighting in riparian
vegetation and habitats. It is fairly common practice to allow fire to back into these
moister areas creating less intense fire effects.

•

We understand that in past centuries, current sensitive species and their habitats evolved
across these forested landscapes for thousands of years, prior to the era of fire
suppression and major habitat alteration, in a frequent low and mixed-severity fire
regime. Today many of these species need legal protection to maintain their existence
requiring limited operating periods (LOPs) that make it difficult to conduct spring burns.
Springs burn events were a very rare occurrence in the Sierra Nevada historically, but due
to California’s high population density and high level of air pollution in the summer and
fall, spring burn windows are favored due to clean air windows and lower likelihood of
fire escapes. The LOP for wildlife is in place to protect key biological functions for atrisk species. Normally, the key burning periods would be in the fall, when fuels are dry
and historically frequent fire limited fire growth. Much has changed today and the best
we can do is to restore forested and aquatic habitats, clear areas (pre-burn surveys) for
spring burning where possible and conduct as much fall burning and expanded winter
burning when possible.

•

Erosion prevention, soil protection and maintenance of water quality are appropriate
goals discussed in the (PA, p.9) as relevant best management practices. We also think the
Forestwide Prescribed Fire Project should discuss the benefits from appropriate fire in
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terms of nutrient recycling, and the fact that fire did not burn a lot differently,
historically, in riparian areas in the Sierra Nevada. Van der Water and M. North (2011)
state, “Our reconstruction results suggest that historic fuels and forest structure may not
have differed significantly between many riparian and upland forests, consistent with
earlier research suggesting similar historic fire return intervals. Under current conditions,
however, modeled severity is much greater in riparian forests, suggesting forest habitat
and ecosystem function may be more severely impacted by wildfire than in upland
forests.” This research suggests that efforts need to be made to carefully reduce fuel in
riparian areas to prevent potential severe fire effects. Reduced fuels eventually should
lead to lower concern for allowing fire to burn in these areas, which was historically not
significantly different to upland areas in the Sierra Nevada.
•

3.

Finally, of concern is the fact that the scoping notice is suggesting that the 2004
Framework Standards and Guides, guidance from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and
certain conservation plans will carry-over into the eventual direction for guiding the
Forestwide Prescribed Fire Project work in the future. When at the same time the Sierra
National Forest, Forest Plan Revision is underway which could change management
direction in significant ways. Please clarify moving forward which standards and
guidelines will inform the Sierra NF Forestwide prescribed burn work. Also, please
discuss how tree mortality will impact management direction in the future, including
prescribed burning.

The fire backlog, climate change and tree mortality.

There is no better argument for an expanded fire program than the two following slides by Dr.
Malcolm North, PSW Research Scientist. The backlog of fire need by vegetation type or “fire
debt” in the Sierra Nevada is astounding and coupled with the second slide (below) showing the
limited amount of ground available for mechanical treatment on the Sierra National Forest
(17.5%) makes a strong case for the expanded Forestwide Prescribed Fire Project to accomplish
needed restoration. For additional information see the attached Excel spreadsheet: Sierra NF
Target acres for burning per year (M. North and M. Meyer, pers comm) containing a close
approximation of fire need by vegetation type/acres/HFRI/annual acres burned. Also, as noted in
the spreadsheet, variation in historic fire return interval changes depending on which reference is
utilized as the data set. The bottom line is that somewhere between 55,000 and 70,000 acres
burned annually on the Sierra National Forest historically, in the various vegetation types.
Not to over-simplify, but if one were to add the annual acres of mechanical treatments and the
annual level of acres burned (within HRI) and subtract those combined numbers from the totals
in the spreadsheet, picking the higher number (70,000 ac) based on climate warming and the
likelihood of increased fire on the landscape . . . that total is the annual fire debt. We reemphasize to think big when discussing the range of prescribed burning that may be possible (in
the NEPA analysis) on the forest and help the public understand that the “fire debt” is a real
burden we all share.
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*Slide 2 courtesy of Malcolm North, PSW Forest Service Region 5

*Slide 3 courtesy of Malcolm North, PSW Forest Service Region 5

Since the Shaver Lake area is ground zero for the recent major tree mortality event which was
attributed to three recent extremely dry years (2012-2014), very high levels of dense, smaller tree
stands, and general climate warming leading to trees being severely water-stressed, we believe
that active fire use in some of these high mortality areas is critical. We recommend including in
the EA a thoughtful explanation of how the Forest Service has been burning in the tree mortality
areas (see below) and how the Sierra NF might move forward with support from CAL FIRE to
get fire into more of these tree mortality areas before the stands completely collapse.
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Photo: Adam Hernandez, High Sierra Ranger District Fire Management Officer, Sierra National Forest

4.
Working with Timber Stand Improvement (TSI) crews to prepare prescribed
burns.
We recently talked with fire staff on the forest about sharing time from TSI crews to increase the
scale of prepped areas for prescribed burns. We hope that idea is moving forward. Getting more
of the ladder fuels surrounding the large, older trees we don’t want to risk, down on the ground
ahead of a prescribed burn takes time and effort but is worth the effort.
Expanding TSI crew work and extending available burn windows for efficient use of contract
crews are two areas in which we want to work with you more via the Southern Sierra Prescribed
Fire Council and other Fire MOU Partners, into the future to help the Sierra NF accomplish the
proposed expanded burn program.
5.

Working with CAL FIRE, on defensible space, WUI projects.

Getting the public used to planned fire near their homes is a challenge that is underway
throughout the west. Working with CAL FIRE, Southern California Edison, Tribes and NGO
partners makes it possible to deliver a consistent message and practice of fire reintroduction and
eventually can and should involve private land prescribed burns in the “off season,” NovemberMay, when and where appropriate and properly planned. Private land prescribed burn
associations are starting to appear around California and offer an opportunity to collaborate on
public education and outreach. The more defensible space work is completed in the WUI and the
more the public understands fire use the easier it will be for Forest Service fire managers to bring
fire “downhill” to protect the WUI and reduce high levels of surface and ladder fuels near
communities. The Fire MOU Partners are actively supporting increased funding for defensible
space and community fire protection at the State Legislature, along with the Governor’s efforts
to expand prescribed fire within CAL FIRE. This includes the ability to work across
jurisdictions, expanded training and certifications. While all acres matter, we’d like to see a
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stronger WUI prioritization in the short term as fire hazards around homes and communities is
increasing.
We also assume, based on the ongoing forest plan revisions, that the use of natural ignitions for
multiple resource objectives will become a more common occurrence, under appropriate
conditions, in the wildlands on the Sierra NF. All these efforts are also intended to benefit fire
restoration on federal lands through collaboration across jurisdictions. The work on the Dinkey
South underburn and the Vincent underburn, both with CAL FIRE support, demonstrate an
already strong collaborative relationship with the State fire agency—this is a good thing and
should be part of the discussion as you move this project forward.
6.

Reintroduction of fire benefits more than fuels reduction.

SFL published a white paper in 2011 (Silvas 2011) to support increased understanding for the
full range of fire benefits, beyond fuels reduction. We hope this report
(https://www.sierraforestlegacy.org/Resources/Conservation/FireForestEcology/FireScienceRese
arch/FuelsManagement/FM-SFLFireWhitePaper2011.pdf) might be helpful for public outreach
in the future.
7.
Need for dedicated prescribed fire crews and addressing other barriers to fire
restoration.
Finally, within the Fire MOU Partnership there is discussion about the need for dedicated
prescribed fire crews, working throughout the year who are not pulled off forest for fire
suppression duties. We are currently discussing possible trial ideas with the Region and with
partners to address the barriers to achieving the level for fire restoration that we all want to see
happen on this landscape and throughout the Sierra Nevada.

Thank you for this opportunity to comment and we look forward to working with you on this
expanded fire project into the future.

Sincerely,

Craig Thomas, Conservation Director
Sierra Forest Legacy
P.O. Box 244
Garden Valley, CA 95633
craig@sierraforestlegacy.org
916-798-9409
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Pamela Flick
Defenders of Wildlife
Ryan Henson
California Wilderness Coalition
Stan Van Velsor
The Wilderness Society
Alan Carlton
Sierra Nevada Committee, Sierra Club
Mehmet McMillan
WildPlaces
Jenny Hatch
Sierra Nevada Alliance
Patricia Puterbaugh
Lassen Forest Preservation Group
Jora Fogg
Friends of the Inyo
Trudy Tucker
Coalition member
Don Rivenes
Forest Issues Group
Greg Suba
California Native Plant Society
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Veg Type

Sierra NF acres

Alpine

42,000

Rock, Sparse Vegetation

140,000

Chaparral

134,000

Desert

0

Grassland

0

Hardwood

263,000

Mixed Conifer

250,000

Pinyon Juniper

0

Red Fir

140,000

Sagebrush

0

Subalpine

212,000

Yellow Pine

95,000

Total Acres To Treat/yr

Historic FRI Sierra Acres burned each year
0
0
0
0
55
2,436
0
0
3
0
10
26,300
14
17,857
151
0
40
3,500
47
0
133
1,594
5
19,000
70,687

Sources for Historic FRI:
Notes:
Mixed conifer is an average between moist (16 years) and dry (11 years)
Chaparral is an average between montane (27 years) and Black and Low (66) (I would lean toward changing this to 27 years but erred on the conservative side)
Yellow pine: FRID, North et al, and Stephens et al says 5 years, but Safford and Stevens is 22 years. I've used 5 years but wanted to note this discrepancy.
Hardwood used aspen FRI, oaks would be slightly shorter (4-7) as riparian hardwoods longer (15-30 years)

